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Week 1: Supertonic Chords  

Root position subdominant chords may be transformed into first inversion supertonic chords by 
the changing or the adding of one note. 

 

The supertonic chord can replace the subdominant chord in a harmonic progression, giving it a 
predominant function, meaning that it precedes the dominant. 

 

The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of the first inversion supertonic 
chord. 

 



 

The supertonic chord is used less frequently in root position than in first inversion, because the 
bassline structure is less powerful.  In minor, the supertonic chord is rarely used in root position, 
because this would draw too much attention to the tritone. 

 



 
The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of the root position supertonic 
chord. 

 

The supertonic triad is not used in second inversion. 

 



The supertonic seventh chord may be used in second or third inversion, as illustrated in the 
following examples from the literature. 

 



Week 2: Leading Tone Chords  

The dominant seventh may be transformed into the leading tone triad by the removal of the tonic 
pitch. 

 

Leading tone triads are used in first inversion only, to avoid drawing too much attention to the 
tritone. 

 

The first inversion leading tone triad, usually with the third doubled, is used to replace the 
dominant in a passing progression. 

 



Leading tone sevenths are used in all inversions, and resolve to the tonic with all voices moving 
by step. 

 

Leading tone chords have a dominant function, meaning that they function the same way as the 
dominant.  The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of leading tone chords. 

 



 



Week 3: Mediant and Submediant Chords 

Mediant chords are used occasionally, submediant chords quite often.  Neither chord is used 
much in the first inversion, and not at all in the second inversion. 

 

The submediant triad is the surprise replacement for the tonic triad in the deceptive cadence. 

 

A possible way to use the mediant triad is in place of a first inversion tonic triad. 

 

The submediant triad forms part of the descending thirds progression. 

 



All diatonic triads feature in the following circular progression, formed of descending fifths and 
ascending fourths. 

 

The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of mediant and submediant chords. 

 

 



 



Week 4: Variants in Minor  

Harmonization of the flexible sixth and seventh scale degrees of the melodic minor scale 
produces several variants. 

 

The most common variants are the v6 chord, often used to harmonize the melodic minor 
descending in the bass, and the VII chord, part of the circle of fifths progression.  The other 
variants are quite rare, and your harmonizations will not suffer if you avoid them completely. 

 



The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of variants in minor. 

 



 



Week 5: Review and Test  

Example 5.1 – Table of Chord Choices for Diatonic Melody Harmonization 

Major Minor
Root Position First Inversion Second Inversion Seventh

I i Frequent to establish 
tonality at beginning and 
end of phrase

Good as variant to root 
position in middle of 
phrase

Good as Cadential, 
occasional as Passing 
or Arpeggiated

Occasional in 
root position 
when progressing 
to subdominant

V V Frequent in conjunction 
with tonic

Good as variant to root 
position

Occasional as Passing 
or Arpeggiated

Frequent in all 
inversions

IV iv Good to add variety to 
normal tonic-dominant 
procedure

Good as variant to root 
position

Occasional as Pedal 
six-four

Occasional in 
root position

ii iiK Occasional in major 
replacing subdominant; 
bad in minor

Good replacing 
subdominant

Bad Good in all 
inversions

viiK` viiK Bad Good replacing dominant 
in passing six-four 
progression

Bad Good in all 
inversions

vi VI Good for deceptive 
cadence and descending 
thirds progression

Rare Bad Occasional in 
root position

iii III Occasional as 
replacement for first 
inversion tonic

Rare Bad Occasional in 
root position

v Rare Occasional for descending 
melodic minor

Bad Rare

VII Occasional in Circle of 
Fifths 

Occasional in Circle of 
Fifths

Bad Rare

IV Occasional for ascending 
melodic minor

Occasional for ascending 
melodic minor

Bad Occasional in 
first inversion

viK Rare Rare Bad Occasional in 
root position

ii Rare Rare Bad Rare



Week 6: Tonicizing the Dominant  

Many pieces start by establishing the tonic key, and then follows a motion to, and solidification 
of, the dominant key.  This process of moving to the dominant (or any new key) is called 
modulation.  Very often there will be a hint towards the dominant, before the modulation takes 
place – a flirtation with the new key while the tonic key is still being established.  This process is 
called tonicization. 

 

Now for the difficult part: 
Any chord with dominant function  
(Think: in the key of the dominant) 
May be used to tonicize the dominant, 
And is called a secondary dominant 
Or a secondary leading tone chord. 

 



 

It can be useful to bare in mind that a supertonic triad may be transformed into a dominant of the 
dominant by raising the third. 

 

The following examples from the literature illustrate the tonicization of the dominant. 

 



 

 



Week 7: Tonicizing the Subdominant  

The subdominant may be tonicized in any of the following ways. 

 

A tonic triad may be transformed into a dominant seventh of the subdominant by adding a 
flattened seventh. 

 

In minor keys, V/iv must not be confused with a picardy third (both look like major tonic triads).  

 



 
The following examples from the literature illustrate the tonicization of the subdominant. 

 

 



Week 8: Other Tonicizations  

Any diatonic major or minor triad can be tonicized, but not diminished or augmented triads.  
  

 

The following are the commonest triads besides the dominant and subdominant. 

 

One small detail: a distinction may be made between the subtonic chord (VII) passed over 
without much ceremony, and the dominant of the mediant (V/III), progressing to the mediant.  

 



The following examples from the literature illustrate the tonicization of triads other than the 
dominant and subdominant.  

 

 



Week 9: Expanded Tonicization  

A tonicization may be expanded by preceding the tonicized chord not just with a dominant 
functioning chord, but a progression that functions in the tonicized key, for example: 
predominant – dominant – tonic. 

 

Expanded tonicizations can sound like brief modulations, but their purpose is to reside 
temporarily in another key, while always keeping the permanence of the original key in mind.  
The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of expanded tonicization. 

 



 



Week 10: Review and Test  

Example 10.1 – Table of Tonicization 

Tonicized 
Chord

Frequency Altered 
Scale 
Degree(s)

Solfege Example in C

ii Sometime x`'1 Raised do = di

iii Rare x`'2  x`4' Raised re = ri 
Raised fa = fi

Major
IV Frequent z`'7 Lowered ti = te

V Frequent x`4' Raised fa = fi

vi Sometime x`5' Raised sol = si

III Sometime z`'7 Lowered ti = te

iv Frequent x`3'``z`'7 Raised me = mi 
Lowered ti = te

Minor
V Frequent x`4'  x`6' Raised fa = fi 

Raised le = la

VI Rare z`'7  z`2' Lowered ti = te 
Lowered re = ra

VII Rare xx`6' Raised le = la



Week 11: Modulation in Major Keys 

Modulation is effective when music that has changed key remains in the new key for some time.  
The ear needs to be convinced that the new key is strong enough to supercede the original key. 

 

In major, the usual modulation is to the dominant.  At the point of modulation, one of two things 
can happen: either a harmony can be chosen that is common to both keys, or there can be a 
chromatic shift from one to the other. 

 



The following example from the literature illustrates a common chord modulation to the 
dominant.  The common chord, a root position C major triad in mm. 8-9, functions first as the 
dominant chord in a half cadence, and then as the tonic in the new key. 

 



 



Week 12: Modulation in Minor Keys 

In minor, the usual Modulation is to the relative major. 

 



The following example from the literature illustrates a common chord modulation from the 
minor to the relative major.  The common chord, a first inversion B-flat major triad in m. 4, has a 
stronger function in the new key (IV6), than in the old (VI6). 

 



Modulation to the dominant minor is also quite common, illustrated in the following example 
from the literature.  The common chord, a root position A minor triad in m. 9, has a dual 
function, first as the tonic of the old key, and then as the subdominant of the new key. 

 



Week 13: Unaccented Non-Chord Tones  

When the space between two harmony tones is filled with stepwise motion, the resulting non-
chord tone is called a passing tone (PT). 

 

 

 

Stepwise motion to a non-chord tone that is followed by a return to the original chord tone 
results in a neighbor tone (NT). 

 



 

 

If a tone in the following harmony is reached by step before that harmony sounds, this early 
arrival is called an anticipation (ANT). 

 

 



 

Motion by step followed by a leap in the opposite direction creates an escape tone (ET).  

 

 

 



Week 14: Accented Non-Chord Tones  

The usual way to treat an accented non-chord tone is to approach it with the same note and 
resolve it down by step.  This is called a suspension (SUS), categorized according to the interval 
that the dissonance forms with the bass note. 

 

The following examples from the literature illustrate the use of suspensions. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



If a suspension resolves up instead of down, it is called a retardation (RET). 

 

Metrically strong non-chord tones that are preceded and resolved by step are called accented 
passing tones (acc.PT) and accented neighbor tones (acc.NT). 

 

 



When the accented non-chord tone is approached by leap, it will be resolved by step in the 
opposite direction.  This is called an appoggiatura (APP). 

 

 

A non-chord tone in the bass, preceded and succeeded by the same note is called a pedal tone 
(PED).  The term is derived from the baroque pedal point, in which an organist would hold down 
a note in the pedal, while changing harmony with the manuals. 

 



 



Week 15: Review and Test  

Example 15.1 – Table of Non-Chord Tone Types 

Non-Chord 
Tone

Abbreviation Metric 
Placement

Preceded 
By

Succeeded 
By

Visual

Passing Tone PT Accented / 
Unaccented

Step Step in 
Same 
Direction 

Neighbor Tone NT Accented / 
Unaccented

Step Step in 
Opposite 
Direction 

Anticipation ANT Unaccented Step Same Note 

Escape Tone ET Unaccented Step Leap in 
Opposite 
Direction 

Suspension SUS Accented Same Note Step Down 

Retardation RET Accented Same Note Step Up 

Appoggiatura APP Accented Leap Step in 
Opposite 
Direction 

Pedal Tone PED Accented Same Note Same Note 


